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Engaging in a home-based exercise program: a mixed-methods approach to identify motivators and barriers for individuals with stroke

Sutanuka Bhattacharjya, PhD, OTR/L, Isabelle Linares, BS, Jeanne Langan, PhD, PT, Wenyao Xu, PhD, Heamchand Subryan, MArch/MFA, and Lora Anne Cuvuoto, PhD

ABSTRACT
Community-dwelling individuals with chronic stroke used a novel, portable rehabilitation system, mRehab, that uses a smartphone app coupled with 3D printed objects resembling daily use items. The objectives of this study include evaluating participant’s approach and nature of engagement with mRehab and identifying factors that influenced the users’ engagement with mRehab. An explanatory mixed-method approach was used. In the first phase, 16 participants used mRehab at home for six weeks; six participants were recruited from the first phase for in-depth interviews. Participants were categorized into High, Moderate, and Low Frequency groups based on their frequency of mRehab use. High frequency of use was not related to improved performance on clinical assessments; instead, High Frequency users were more commonly initiated performance of new activities after the mRehab program compared to participants with lower frequency of use. Useful activities that are challenging and meaningful to the participants, and availability of objective feedback for self-monitoring were some of the motivators for mRehab use. Difficulty with time management, lack of caregiver availability, and difficulties with the design of the system posed as barriers to mRehab use. Tailoring home programs to the recipients’ needs including perceived meaningfulness of the activities is key for long-term rehabilitation.

INTRODUCTION
Among the 6.6 million stroke survivors in the United States, over 70% experience a form of disability ranging from mild to major functional impairments that cause them to require varying levels of assistance from family members to complete activities of daily living and instrumental activities of daily living (Lutz et al., 2017). Furthermore, motor functional impairments are among the most common deficits reported following a stroke (Miller et al., 2017). Over 80% of stroke survivors continue to report impaired upper limb function (Doman et al., 2016; McLaren et al., 2020). Rehabilitation at home through completion of home exercise programs is increasingly recommended (Miller et al., 2017). However, adherence to home exercise programs remains unsatisfactory (Jurkiewicz et al., 2011; Miller et al., 2017). Although there is no clearly documented level at which adherence is considered poor (Arget et al., 2018), there is robust evidence that home exercise programs are not consistently performed as prescribed (Babbar et al., 2021). Studies have identified barriers to exercise which include lack of motivation, missing instructions, lack of personalization of technology, low self-efficiency or mood, and lack of availability of caregivers (Donoso Brown et al., 2020; Novak, 2011; Scorrano et al., 2018).

Both adherence as well as recommendation for dosage of rehabilitation should be appreciated when considering home exercise programs. While some research suggests higher doses of rehabilitation therapy are more beneficial (Cauraugh et al., 2011; Lohse et al., 2014; Veerbeek et al., 2014; Ward et al., 2019) other research suggests lower doses of rehabilitation (Page, 2003; Smania et al., 2012) are also beneficial in improving mobility. In line with the clinical adage, the most effective home program is the one the patient does, it is necessary to consider how the individual carries out a home program. This includes appreciating what are motivators and barriers to initiating an exercise session and the dosage of exercise completed.

Community-dwelling stroke survivors live with varied levels of disability and often rely on informal caregivers for some level of assistance (Lutz et al., 2017; Woodford et al., 2018). Commonly, the individual with stroke and their caregiver engage in the home exercise program as a team. Use of technologies by individuals with stroke and their caregivers has been identified as an approach to exercise programs (Cramer et al., 2019) that has the potential to capture the individuals’ performance and provide objective feedback (Chen et al., 2019). Using technology-aided home programs can engage the participant and keep the user-dyad apprised of user’s performance. Previous studies have reported on the usability and user acceptance of technology (Niknejad et al., 2021). However, few studies have reported on the factors that influence the users’ level of engagement with technology-aided home programs.
programs (Holthe et al., 2018). This critical piece of information can inform the design of home programs.

To promote self-management of upper extremity rehabilitation for community-dwelling individuals with chronic stroke, mRehab, a novel, portable rehabilitation system was developed (Bhattacharjya et al., 2019). This mRehab system included an android-based smartphone and 3D-printed technology to engage users in simulated daily living tasks in their homes. The smartphone and all 3D printed items were provided to the participants. The users interacted with the mRehab smartphone app and 3D printed mug, bowl, key, and doorknob housed in a box that also included a printed instruction manual (Figure 1). The 3D printed items and related activities were selected based on initial focus group discussions conducted with individuals with stroke and rehabilitation therapists (Cavuoto et al., 2018). The mRehab activities were selected to include a variety of hand and arm movements typically used in day-to-day life (Langan et al., 2020). The daily objects were 3D printed so that the smartphone could snugly fit within each object and measure the user’s movements when they manipulated the object. The 3D printed mug, bowl, and doorknob resembled real-life designs of these objects. A screw-top was added to the mug to prevent the smartphone from accidently sliding out during the activities. The key was bigger in size compared to daily use keys (Figure 1). Participants were trained on using the smartphone and the app (Langan et al., 2020). The mRehab app allowed the user to select an activity, provided instructions about the activity, counted repetitions while the user performed the activity, measured duration of activity performance and provided visual and auditory feedback on the users’ performance. Use of mRehab resulted in improved mobility of the involved upper extremity post stroke (Langan et al., 2020). Usability of the mRehab system was examined and participants’ qualitative feedback was largely positive with favorable comments on the design of the 3D printed items, structure of the activities, as well as performance-based auditory and visual feedback (Bhattacharjya et al., 2021). Participant-reported self-efficacy for exercise did not interact with their performance (Bhattacharjya et al., 2021).

Interestingly, the level of adherence with the mRehab home program varied across participants. In an effort to better understand how and why participants engaged with the mRehab home exercise program, participant centric information is provided to give a fuller picture of the participants, and the dual purpose of this study was to (1) evaluate the participants’ approach and nature of engagement with the mRehab system and corresponding changes in outcome measures, and (2) identify the self-reported factors that positively or negatively influenced the use of the mRehab system at home by community-dwelling individuals with chronic stroke.

Methods

Design

A sequential explanatory mixed-method study design was used that included quantitative data from an intervention study in Phase I, followed by qualitative data from an in-depth interview with some participants in Phase II. A sequential explanatory mixed-method design used to first recruit, collect, and analyze quantitative data, followed by collecting and analyzing qualitative data to help explain or further elaborate on the quantitative findings (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2017; Ivankova et al., 2016). The decision to design this sequential explanatory phase was a during study decision based on visual analysis of frequency of mRehab use by participants recruited in staggered stages. Data were triangulated across multiple data collection methods (i.e. mRehab quantitative data, data from questionnaire, and data from qualitative interviews). The trial is registered at the ClinicalTrials registry (NCT04363944, https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04363944). The study was approved by the University at Buffalo IRB and all participants provided written informed consent. In Phase I, a single-subject design with multiple-baseline was used where participants completed one to three weeks of baseline, six weeks of intervention using the mRehab system and one week of follow-up. Due to the limited number of mRehab systems, participants were recruited in three stages over an 18-month period.

Figure 1. mRehab system including 3D printed mug, bowl, key, doorknob and box.
Participants made three lab visits, first at the start of the baseline, second at start of intervention and third at end of intervention. Selected participants were invited for Phase II for conducting the qualitative interviews. Phase II was conducted at the end of 18-months. Participants who had most recently completed the quantitative phase were invited for the qualitative interviews to limit recall bias. Phase II interviews were conducted one week since completion of Phase I for the invited participants.

**Phase I: quantitative data**

**Participants**

Using convenience sampling from the local community, 18 participants were recruited over 18 months for the quantitative section. Inclusion criteria were 18+ years of age, six or more months post stroke, and minimum score of 124 on the Mattis Dementia Rating Scale (MDRS) (Marson et al., 1997). Exclusion criteria were presence of acute or chronic pain that would interfere with participation, severely limited range of motion of the upper limb, absent or severely impaired proprioception of the upper limb, musculoskeletal or circulatory conditions affecting the upper limb, spasticity graded as 3 or greater for upper extremity movement on the Modified Ashworth Scale (MAS), or botulinum toxin injections for spasticity management within three months of starting the study.

**Procedure and instruments**

The methods for data collection and quantitative analysis have been described in detail in previous publications (Bhattacharjya et al., 2021; Langan et al., 2020). Methods essential to the data reported herein are described. Quantitative data were collected from both in-lab and in-home measurements (Langan et al., 2020). Over a 10-week period, participants made three lab visits, which included two baseline lab visits over a variable baseline (1–3 weeks) period, followed by a six-week intervention at home, and one follow-up lab visit. Participants completed a demographic survey, the MDRS, and the following clinical assessments: 1) Fugl Meyer, 2) Wolf Motor Function Test (WMFT), and 3) 9-hole peg test. The Fugl Meyer was only collected in the initial visit to characterize impairment of the paretic upper extremity (Duncan et al., 1983). The WMFT and 9-hole peg test were used as outcome measures and repeated at each lab visit (Grice et al., 2003; Whitall et al., 2006). During the 6-week intervention, participants used the mRehab system in their home. The smartphone app collected data on day and time exercise was performed, repetitions of activities performed, and duration for each activity. It was recommended to participants to complete 10 repetitions of each activity per day for five days per week, or 30 days total. Exercise days were defined as days that a participant engaged with mRehab even if they did not complete every activity. Participants that engaged in 25 or more exercise days were considered High Frequency users. Participants that engaged in 10–24 days were considered Moderate Frequency users and those engaging in exercise less than 10 days were Low Frequency users. The cutoff for the levels of engagement were set based on the natural breaks identified through a visual analysis of the number of days of mRehab use by participants. Participants were provided with a notebook to record any unexpected event that interfered with their use of the system. The number of days that each participant used the mRehab system has been included in Table 1.

**Statistical analysis of quantitative data**

Descriptive statistics was used to summarize the demographic characteristics of the participants. The baseline scores for the WMFT and 9-hole peg tests were calculated by averaging the test scores from lab visits 1 and 2 (scores were not significantly different) to account for variability in the performance of individuals with stroke. Percentage change for the WMFT and 9-hole peg tests were calculated by subtracting score from the third lab visit from the average baseline scores (score lab visit one + score lab visit two 2) and dividing by the average baseline score. Positive percent change indicated a decrease in time taken to complete task. The average number of repetitions per week was calculated by averaging the weekly number of repetitions for each activity within the three user categories.

**Phase II: qualitative subset**

**Participants**

To understand the factors that influenced the participants’ use of the mRehab system at home, participants (n = 6) from the intervention study who were representative of the three user categories (two per category of high, moderate, and low frequency) were interviewed during the third lab visit. Since participants were recruited in staggered stages for the quantitative phase, participants who most recently completed the mRehab system were invited first to limit any recall bias. All six participants who were recruited in the last quantitative stage agreed to participate in the interviews, therefore additional invitations were not extended to previously recruited participants. If the participant’s caregiver accompanied them during the lab visits, they were also recruited for this interview to gather further details about their extent of involvement.

**Procedures and instruments**

Each participant with stroke completed a brief 7-item questionnaire that used a 5-point Likert scale to identify factors that influenced how often or how long a participant used the mRehab system, and the potential motivators or barriers for using the system more often or longer. Then they, and caregivers when applicable, engaged in a 60 min in-depth, audio-recorded interview with an occupational therapist. Using a semi-structured interview guide, the interviewer engaged in an iterative form of questioning while paraphrasing participants’ responses to verify interpretation of statements. The brief questionnaire and interview guide is available in the Supplementary Material. The semi-structured interview guide was developed based on interviews with study participants from the 1st and 2nd rounds of recruitment and information that participants volunteered outside of the set interview protocol were used to guide the development of the interview questions. Similar interview guides tailored to the study intervention have been previously used (Ashford et al., 2018). The
de-identified audio-recorded interviews were professionally transcribed.

**Thematic analysis of qualitative data**

An inductive thematic analysis of the qualitative data was conducted using NVivo 12. Thirumalai et al. (2018) used this analysis approach to assess usability of a tele-exercise program. Each interview was professionally transcribed. One coder (SB) checked the transcriptions with the audio recordings for accuracy. Next, two coders (SB & IL) independently analyzed each transcript. Data analysis (Elo & Kyngäs, 2008) included (1) re-reading all interview-transcripts several times to get an overall impression of the content, (2) breaking the content down to smaller segment, (3) coding each segment into clusters of themes, and (4) refining them into major themes and sub-themes based on homogeneity (Patton, 1990), (5) discussing any discrepancy in coding by the coders and a last author (LC) until consensus was reached.

**Results**

**Participant characteristics**

A total of 18 participants were recruited; two of whom did not complete the study. One participant did not complete the 6-week intervention period because she preferred assistance from her caregiver for the tasks and it was difficult to find mutually convenient times. Another participant discontinued the program after their first lab visit, explaining that he did not think his schedule would allow him to commit to the program. Sixteen participants completed the study, with mean age = 63.19 years (SD = 13.57, range = 37–78 years), 5 participants (31%) were females, and one participant (6%) was African American. The right side was reported as the paretic side by 50% of the participants (Table 1). Participant IDs indicate if they were in the High, Moderate, and Low Frequency (HF, MF, and LF, respectively) groups. Mean age of participants in HF, MF, and LF groups were 65.17 (SD = 14.93), 61.83 (SD = 13.89), and 62.25 (SD = 14.64) respectively. Running statistical comparison of baseline characteristics was not appropriate for the small sample size within each group; however, the range of scores on MDRS, and WMFT are similar across groups (Table 1). Among the participants who completed the interviews in Phase II, four caregivers were also recruited since they provided assistance during mRehab use.

**Phase I: quantitative data results (n = 16)**

**Participant’s frequency of mRehab use**

Sixteen participants who completed the 6-week study were grouped by their number of exercise days into High Frequency group, Moderate Frequency group, and Low Frequency group (Table 1). Their demographic characteristics, baseline scores from MDRS, Fugl Meyer, Wolf Motor Function Test, and 9-hole Pegboard, percentage change in their performance on the WMFT and the 9-hole Pegboard and report of starting new activities post mRehab training are provided in Table 1. Participant’s cognitive scores on the MDRS ranged from 124 to 144.
Changes in motor performance during mRehab program
For the High, Moderate, and Low Frequency groups, the average percentage change in average WMFT scores were 26.3, 17.57, and 29.28 s, respectively; and the average percentage change in average 9-hole pegboard scores were 4.08, 12.48, and 23.88 s, respectively (Table 1).

New activities initiated by participants outside of mRehab
As presented in Table 1, 5 out of 6 participants in the High Frequency group report initiating new activities following their participation in the mRehab home program. Comparatively, only 3 out of 6 participants from the Moderate Frequency group, and 1 out 4 participants from the Low Frequency group initiated new activities. Caregivers of participant s17-MF and s18-HF corroborated participants were initiating new activities. For example, one caregiver said, "He carried something from the kitchen to the bedroom with his left hand with something also in his right. That’s one of the first time I’ve seen him do that. There wasn't as much focus on the left hand. He was able to do both and watch where he was going."

Average weekly repetitions for each mRehab activity
Figure 2a–d depict the average number of repetitions the participants performed for each activity. The charts demonstrate that, for all three groups, the participants completed on average more than eight repetitions each week for all transport activities and doorknob and key activities. While the High Frequency group continued to average at least eight repetitions a week for the Slow Pour, Sip, Phone Number, Quick Tap and Walk with Mug, the other groups completed fewer repetitions.

Phase II: qualitative subset results (participants, n = 6; caregivers, n = 4)
Weekly compliance of the representative group
The exercise routine of the participants interviewed is represented in a calendar pattern in Figure 3. Days shaded within the six-week calendar indicate days when any exercise was performed, regardless of whether all activities were completed that day. Visual inspection leads to the conclusion that participants in each category exercised for at least one day each week throughout the six-week program.

During the interviews with participants s12–s18, they discussed factors that influenced their engagement with their exercise sessions. Participants s14-MF, s15-LF, and s18-HF either agreed or strongly agreed that they felt obligated to complete the exercise session since they had made a commitment; whereas participants s12-LF, s13-HF, s17-MF disagreed or strongly disagreed with this statement. Participant s13-HF said that he thought his performance was being recorded and monitored by the researchers and this acted as a motivation for him. Additionally, participants discussed factors that influenced their engagement with the mRehab system. These discussion themes have been summarized as barriers and motivators.

Motivators to mRehab use
Participants and their caregivers discussed factors that motivated them to continue using the mRehab system. All participants agreed that external rewards that are either part of the system (such as a congratulatory tone) or encouragement from caregivers or supervising therapists are important for motivation. Some common themes of discussion are presented here.

Activities were considered useful. Participants continued to engage in their exercise sessions because they perceived that the mRehab activities were useful. Three different subthemes emerged regarding how participants described usefulness: activities that they found challenging in real life; activities that they found challenging in the mRehab system; activities with which they experienced improvement.

Activities that were challenging in real life. Participants explained that in daily life, they struggled with certain activities and therefore, these activities were their personal goals. For example, being able to use a key or doorknob were goals for participants s14-MF and s15-LF. Participant s13-HF explained “For me, walking and holding a cup was really very important. Maybe for other people it wouldn’t be, but for me that’s where I really needed to work.” Participant s12-LF said “… real-life scenarios, the drinking, the pouring was helpful, because those are the ones with which I struggle … .”

mRehab activities that were challenging. Participants (s12-LF, s13-HF, s14-MF) reported that they found the Walking with Mug and the Slow Pour activities challenging. The participants explained that these challenging activities made them want to exercise, because they felt they were getting more benefit out of these activities.

Perceived improvement. All participants agreed that working with mRehab activities improved their arm/hand movement (average = 4.33/5). Participant s18-HF said “I think my reward is seeing the progress within myself. When I was doing this – I would say it was three or four days into the activity – I noticed that I was getting better. I was hooked from that point on.” Similarly, participant s17-MF said that he could tell that he was improving by “the way it felt.”

Reviewing self-performance. Most participants (s12-LF, s13-HF, s15-LF, s18-HF) agreed or strongly agreed that they enjoyed receiving their performance scores (average = 3.33/5). They reported that they regularly reviewed their scores and would like to continue to do so over time. All participants except s14-MF also reported that they missed the performance feedback screen when it was absent during assessments following the conclusion of the mRehab home program. Participant s12-LF stated “[it] was less encouraging while I was doing them.” All participants agreed or strongly agreed that they felt competitive and wanted to see if they could beat their previous scores (average = 4.33/5). Three participants (s12-LF, s14-MF, s15-LF) explained that, occasionally, if they did not get a green light on their performance, they repeated the activity to get a better score. One participant (s17-MF) explained that the feedback would “make you try to beat your record” and “make it more fun.”

Support from others. Four participants (s12-LF, s13-HF, s14-MF, s18-HF) said that although another person (their fiancé, spouse, or mother) was aware of the participant’s engagement
with the mRehab system, the participant completed the session on their own. Occasionally, a family member may have casually asked if the participant completed their session or not. Although five participants strongly disagreed to the statement “mRehab was too awkward to set up to use it more often or longer” (average = 1.33/5), participants s15-LF and s17-MF

Figure 2. Average number of repetitions completed per week in each compliance category. Note 1: Error bars are based on ± 1 SD of the average number of repetitions per week in each category. Note 2: In Figure 2a, H refers to Horizontal movement of the item; V refers to Vertical movement of the item.

Figure 3. Calendar of exercise patterns for two participants per compliance category, where shaded boxes represent a day that exercise was completed.
said that their caregiver was present throughout the session to set up the system and the activities and motivate them during the activities. Participant s15-LF’s caregiver also pointed out if he was “cheating” and read out the feedback to the participant.

**Barriers to mRehab use**

**Time management.** Although four participants (s13-HF, s14-MF, s17-MF, s18-HF) strongly agreed that they had time to use the mRehab system more often or for longer duration (average = 3.83/5), two participants (s15-LF, s17-MF) pointed out that their exercise session was dependent on the availability of their caregiver. Participant s12-LF explained that he could not manage his time well between his life, work, and his exercise. Although he set aside time for the sessions, on occasions when “life got in the way” he felt bad for not completing his sessions.

**mRehab system design.** Participants discussed experiencing some difficulties with the design of the mRehab system which, as they reported, did not interfere with their use of the system. Some of these difficulties were related to (a) technical challenges such as delay in count reading by the app during transfer activities (s13-HF, s14-MF, s17-MF); (b) 3-D design of the mug (s15-LF), bowl (s17-MF), and the box (s13-HF, s15-LF); (c) design of the Slow Pour activity because it required slow movement and they needed to start over every time they moved quickly (s12-LF, s14-MF); and (d) app design such as difficulty with interpreting repetition count for the key and doorknob activities (s12-LF, s17-MF, s18-HF) and participants’ incorrect recall of the activity (s14-MF, s15-LF, s17-MF) which were followed by suggestions for pairing activity instructions with short video clips.

**Exercise routine of the representative group**

The range of times that participants completed exercise throughout the six-week program is visualized on a timeline (Figure 4). In the box and whisker plot, the distributions of exercise times present the times that each of the six participants completed an activity. The box and whisker plots were constructed by determining the earliest and latest exercise times, the median time, and first and third quartiles. This visual is useful in comparing exercise practices among participants, as it demonstrates that the majority of participants, 5 out of 6, concentrated their exercise in the afternoon to evening hours.

During the interviews, the participants discussed their strategy of time management. Three participants (s12-LF, s15-LF, s18-HF) said that they set aside time for doing their activities, and selected the repetitions based on the time that the activity took and the time that they set aside. Participant s18-HF said that he did 30 repetitions of each activity (maximum allowed by the app). Although he wanted to do more repetitions, he wanted to wrap up in one session and, therefore, did not engage in multiple sessions. Participant s14-MF noticed that she performed better in the middle of the day after testing out exercise sessions at different points throughout the day. She noted that her hands were very shaky in the morning and at night when they became tired. Participant s15-LF noted that he performed best in the morning as his vision was more affected at night and that prevented him from completing the tasks as effectively. Participant s12-LF explained that he completed his sessions in between television shows at night after work, when there was no one around, because he “didn’t want the kids or the dogs influencing it.”

When planning the activities performed within their sessions, participants took different approaches. For example, participant s18-HF said that he saved the activities that took longer time, or were difficult to perform, for the latter part of his exercise session. Slow pour and walking with the mug “were the longest and most challenging all along.” The participant explained that he got tired after these activities and therefore, did not want to influence his scores on the other activities. Participant s14-MF said that he planned to build up the repetitions for each activity to 10 eventually over multiple sessions. Two participants (s12-LF, s14-MF) said that they performed 10 repetitions of each activity as suggested by the researchers. Participant s14-MF said that she preferred being told how many repetitions she needs to do. Participant s12-LF said that initially he was hesitant that the exercise session might be long, but after one session, he found out that he completed 10 repetitions in 20 to 30 minutes and continued with the sessions. He also explained that “the things like the pouring of the jug I only did three. It was more frustrating because I would take longer, and I had to start again few times.”

**Insight from representative group for technology in home programs**

**Functional versus gamified activities.** All participants said that, in general, they enjoy playing videogames either by themselves (s12-LF, s14-MF, s18-HF), or with their children (s14-MF), or their grandchildren (s13-HF, s15-LF). However, two participants (s12-LF and s14-MF) further explained that motor impairments following their stroke have made the experience challenging and frustrating. Regarding gamification of exercise, two participants explained that gamified activities would be interesting to the user and “something that they would actually use more because it’s fun” (s12-LF, s18-HF). However, others did not think that gamification of activities was necessary (s13-HF, s14-MF, s15-LF), while explaining that performing higher number of repetitions was enough to improve performance (s13-HF), and that they would perform the activities “if it helped me no matter what it is” (s17-MF). Three participants also added that a story-driven scenario would strike their interest (s12-LF, s15-LF, s17-MF). Scenarios could involve actions such as making breakfast, passing a bowl, or preparing coffee for a friend. Moreover, a buildup of activities can reinforce functional movement as one participant (s15-LF) noted “if you’ve accomplished [the basic part], the next thing is, Gee. Now, I can cook. I can make coffee.” Participants (s12-LF, s13-HF, s15-LF) also pointed out that they would appreciate feedback that are more functional in context such as “you provided eight glasses of water for people” or “you poured four cups of tea.” Participant s14-MF on the other hand did not want to review her performance scores and suggested that participants can be given the choice to opt-in to receive feedback.

**Incorporating a social network.** When specifically asked about their thoughts on social scoreboards shared among a close
network of other individuals with stroke, participants were more hesitant. Two participants (s12-LF, s14-MF) expressed concerns that sharing scores on social scoreboards could be discouraging for some participants. Participant s12-LF explained that having a social network of other individuals with stroke might be helpful to have more collaborative conversations rather than being competitive. He explained that in such networks, participants might discuss activities that they liked or how they problem-solved their way through an activity. Whereas participant s18-HF said it should be an option if the individual selected it. He explained that he would have preferred contact with other individuals with stroke and have a little healthy competition to motivate and help each other.

**Incorporating interaction with clinicians.** Participant s15-LF said that he would prefer direct contact with a healthcare professional in addition to the smartphone feedback. He explained that occasional feedback on video conference from a healthcare professional maybe once in ten days or so would be motivating — “A little reminder and a little encouragement, that would be good.” Participants s12-LF and s17-MF explained that they liked how things were and did not think that they needed to interact with a healthcare professional. Participant s18-HF explained that he would like to have occasional interaction with a healthcare professional “I think it would have been helpful to have an OT after week two or week three come in and say — This is where you’re doing well and this is where you still need to improve, maybe do these activities more. Customize it to my challenges.”

**Discussion**

This paper discusses the approach and nature of participants’ engagement with the mRehab system and factors that influenced their use. All of the 16 participants that completed the 6-week training maintained some level of adherence, at least one session per week. In their interview, the subset discussed about their weekly compliance with the mRehab system, factors that motivated them to use the system (i.e. activities that are useful, being able to review self-performance, and support from others), factors that interfered with their use (i.e. time management, and system design). They discussed their exercise routine when using the mRehab system. They also discussed their preferences in design of home programs with technology, with discussion themed as functional versus gamified activities, incorporating a social network, and incorporating interaction with clinicians.

All 16 participants continuing to use the system rather than discontinuing it suggests motivation to use the system, but barriers to use it for the recommended dosage of 10 repetitions per activity, five times a week. Even in the High Frequency group, few met the recommended dosage. This finding is similar to previous research demonstrating lower than recommended adherence to a home program prescribed (Babbar et al., 2021). This raises the question of whether it is reasonable to anticipate that high dosage rehabilitation approaches can be maintained for an extended period of time in a home program. Additionally, the findings indicated that although participants used the mRehab system a certain number of days placing them in the high, moderate, or lower frequency groups, they may have actually used the system for compatible number of repetitions.

Qualitative analyses on the subset of six participants revealed motivators and barriers to use of mRehab. Representatives from the High, Medium and Low Frequency use groups reported similar motivators and barriers. Useful activities that are challenging and meaningful to the participants, and availability of objective feedback for self-monitoring were some of the motivators for mRehab use. Participants stated that their schedules posed a challenge to using mRehab. However, participants in the High Frequency group explained that they were able to manage their time to fit in mRehab within their daily routine, while participants in the Low Frequency group explained that they needed to balance work and life. Representatives from both Moderate and Low Frequency group also reported being dependent on their caregiver’s schedule. Caregiver availability has been previously identified as a barrier to exercise adherence following stroke (Scorrano et al., 2018). This underscores the need for tailored programs that are customized for the recipient-caregiver dyad rather than the recipient alone. Developing a protocol to facilitate self-management of home exercise programs by users should include discussion of routines to facilitate better time management and inclusion of the programs within daily routines.

Consequent outcomes following technology use, such as occupational performance or quality of life (Holthe et al.,
are not commonly reported. Five of six participants in the High Frequency group initiated new activities following the use of mRehab as compared to three of six in the Moderate and one of four in the Low Frequency group. Extended practice may have a cumulative impact on motor performance (Lang et al., 2015) and self-confidence thereby promoting the trial of new activities outside of mRehab. On a similar note, a theme in motivators for use-frequency was meaningfulness of the activity. The repeated practice in the High Frequency group may have allowed them to see how the practice can be extrapolated to other activities. Increasing arm use in daily activities is a desired outcome in rehabilitation (Kelly et al., 2018).

On prompting, participants reported mixed views about utilizing social networks to either engage in mild competitions or to facilitate discussions on problem solving when participating in a rehabilitation program. Magnusson and colleagues reported that during exergame use, instead of sharing results on social media, participants with stroke used social media for interacting and playing the same games (Magnusson et al., 2020). While social interaction may be considered a motivator, little research has been done to better understand how it could be implemented in home stroke rehabilitation (Tamayo-Serrano et al., 2018).

Limitations and future directions: Although the participants included in the second phase of this mixed methods study were representative of the larger quantitative phase, the limited number of participants make it difficult to draw specific conclusive recommendations for long-term home programs. Caregivers were interviewed to get a better understand the type of assistance or support that they provided or the amount of support that was needed by the participant with stroke. Taking into consideration that caregiver availability is a determining factor in rate of adherence, future studies should target intentional interviews with caregivers to understand dyadic interaction and roles for the care-recipient and caregiver as a team.

Conclusion

This study underscores the significance of individually tailoring home programs based on the recipient’s need and requirements. Understanding the motivators and barriers that influence the user’s level of engagement with rehabilitative programs is significant when designing and implementing exercise programs that are individually tailored.
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